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Google Earth Online is a free mapping program that lets you explore the Earth in detail with Street View, satellite, and terrain view modes. It lets you search satellite imagery at different resolutions, zooms in to street level views, and enables you to download historical data and use layers to display 3D views of places. You can also view street maps with height and
scale. Its also great for learning to drive, sightseeing, and providing directions for customers while creating and building your own maps and models. Google X is Google’s internal technology lab responsible for some of its most ambitious and groundbreaking projects, including Gmail, Google Maps, Google+, Android, Chrome and many more. Google X researchers are
exploring the boundaries of technology to push the envelope and build the future. Its now easier than ever to find X information because it’s all under one roof. Google X is also actively recruiting tech prodigies who are looking to change the world. Google Translate is a free online language translation tool powered by neural networks, with an easy to use app on iOS
and Android devices that allows you to translate text, webpages and photos into 11 different languages. Google Translate can translate spoken, written, or sign language. Google also offers offline mode, in addition to other language modes like images, audio, video, and more. Download the Google Translate app here. Google also lets you hear the translated text via
talk-bubbles, which stay on top of any text you are reading, or you can access the translated text in any language.
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in addition to the educational technologies supported by utoledo online, the university of toledos department of information technology offers free and discounted software for personal devices *, includingoffice 365 products (word, excel, powerpoint, onedrive, and more), enterprise software in myut such as end note and spss, and discounted third party software
(indicated with $ below) including windows 10, sticky password, norton 360, adobe creative cloud, and more. biorender is like clip art for scientists. the web-based collection of over 20,000 icons is designed by professional medical illustrators with input from life scientists. its easy to search the collection and drag and drop an icon onto the workspace. the color and
size of icons are adjustable. new icons can be requested, although theres no guarantee biorender will create it. additionally, you can upload your own images to the biorender workspace. free biorender accounts can store 5 workspaces at a time and workspaces are only downloadable in a small file size with a biorender watermark, which is usually ok for informal

settings like lab meeting presentations. you can download larger images without the watermark, which are better suited for publications, if you sign up for a paid account. a software package used to perform a range of specific technical computing tasks, including matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, and more. google graphs a software package used
to perform a range of specific technical computing tasks, including matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, and more. google tableau a software package used to perform a range of specific technical computing tasks, including matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, and more. 5ec8ef588b
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